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M-950 Series Earns Reader's Choice Award 

February  4, 2011 

 

Wojan Window & Door Corp. of Charlevoix recently earned a major industry award 

from USGlass® Magazine as having the ”most significant commercial door or window 

product of 2010” with their new M-950 Series of Aluminum Windows. The M-950 

Series is a line of architecturally-rated commercial aluminum windows with a 3¼” 

frame depth, a wider thermal break and a 1” insulated glass unit; characteristics that 

provide significantly improved energy efficiency.  

 

Senior Engineer David Dewey and President 

Dennis Wojan, along with the Wojan engineering 

department worked for a year to ready this new 

product and the marketplace is responding with 

enthusiasm. M-950 Series windows have already 

been installed on several projects throughout the 

Midwest and Mid-Atlantic regions including an 

apartment complex in Waunakee, WI, a housing 

project in Mt. Clemens, MI, and military facilities 

at Ft. Belvoir in Virginia, Camp Lejeune in North 

Carolina and Ft. Benning in Georgia. 

 

Even as the interest in the M-950 appears to 

be on the rise, the Wojan team has already completed other new projects for Wojan such as the M-950B 

Series; blast-resistant windows typically used on military bases, as well as a new line of Sliding Glass 

Doors. Next up for Wojan will be blast-resistant hurricane windows that can be installed in hurricane-

prone regions of the country.  

 

Since 1952 Wojan Window & Door Corp. has been providing quality aluminum windows and sliding glass 

doors for the U.S. marketplace from manufacturing facilities in Charlevoix and Coldwater, Michigan. Mr. 

Wojan, who’s father Walter Wojan founded the company, is a lifelong resident of Charlevoix and has led 

Wojan Corp. since 1970. In addition to the award from USGlass® Magazine, Inc.® Magazine has 

recognized Wojan Corp. as one of the fastest growing private companies in America for four years in a 

row. Wojan is a member of AAMA (American Architectural Manufacturers Association), and is a 

registered provider with AIA/CES (American Institute of Architects Continuing Education System). 

 

Quality Windows and Doors for All Seasons 

President Dennis Wojan and Senior Engineer David Dewey 
with the M-950 Single-Hung. 


